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Guaranteed to enrich a toddlerâ€™s vocabulary, this simple and fun series of bilingual board books

is ideal for helping children discover a foreign language. Highlighting more complex concepts that

go beyond colors and numbers, titles in the series feature animals, fruit, home, and vegetables. This

collection combines photographs, bright illustrations, and dual-language words in clear, bold text.

Suitable for both individuals and groups, these books are a childâ€™s perfect introduction to

exploring other cultures.
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Perfect little bilingual book for toddlers. It fits nicely in little chubby hands, its board pages cannot be

torn, and its simple word pictures attract liitle eyes. The words will help little people build their

vocabulary.

Purchased this as a started book for a little girl who is just learning a second language. Her mom

really liked it because there were lots of items they have at home, so she could reinforce the learned

words. Its a nice, heavy cardboard book and the colors are bright. No problems or issues with the

binding or the text (like poor screening where words could blur together). It is a nice place to start

with learning nouns and learning the names of things. I would recommend it as a beginner book to



learning French.

The pictures are clear and easily understood by toddlers. My 3 year old enjoys trying out the French

words, echoing me as I read them. I would have liked to see more vocabulary words included in the

book, but they may be in other books in the series which I do not own yet. I am definitely going to

purchase the other books and I would recommend them to anyone wanting to teach their child

French. If you don't know French, this book won't be as useful because it does not have a

pronunciation guide.

We purchased these for friends with small children who are just learning English. They were

immediately drawn to the book and asked (in French) to be read to. Exactly the desired outcome!

A fun and educational book for learning French with my young daughter. Loved the pop out and

open flaps. Made learning fun
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